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Shipped Product and Version

Open-Xchange AppSuite backend 7.8.1-rev12
Open-Xchange AppSuite frontend 7.8.1-rev11
Open-Xchange frontend6 6.22.11-rev8
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering
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Bugs ﬁxed since previous Public Release

This section provides a summary of bugﬁxes and changes that have been applied subsequently to
shipping Patch Release #3272.
42442 Drive: send as mail sometimes gives 400 - Bad request
A function was only checking .folder but not .folder id.
Now also checking the folder id to prevent this issue.
44855 Mail cannot be deleted when quota exceeded
Errorhandling was not adjusted with latest changes.
This has been solved by adjusting the error handling.
45334 Standard Folders Switch After Upgrade To 7.8.1 from 7.6.3
When trying to create a probe folder to check if IMAP server allows creating folders on root level, but
the selected name does refer to an already existing folder, the check fails with a ”NO [ALREADYEXISTS]” response from IMAP server. Sadly, that ”NO” response was interpreted in the way that the
associated IMAP server does not support creating folders on root level. That information in fact
overwrites the information indicated by NAMESPACE command.
Solution: Ensure a unique mailbox name is used to probe whether an IMAP server supports creating folders on root level. Moreover, ensure created folders gets deleted once it has been created
successfully.
45554 ”Invite guest” no longer available without access-contacts with 7.8.1
Internal sharing required ”Global Address book” capability for drive.
With this ﬁx internal sharing is always enabled for drive.
45583 Task with more than two participants can not be edited anymore after update
Task request had to many parameters and failed.
This has been solved by stripping unnecessary parameters from request.
45607 SUBJECT of vacation message will be enclosed in ””
The subject was erroneously quoted if it wasn’t RFC822 compliant.
This has been ﬁxed by encoding the subject only if it contains non ASCII characters.
45608 Vacation rule and status not correctly displayed in ﬁlter rules tab after ﬁrst creation
The vacation notice is saved after leaving the settings pane. This leads to a wrong list of the available mailﬁlters if the update request of the vacation notice is pending.
Solution: The update request of the vacation notice now triggers a refresh for the mail ﬁlter list if it
is successful.
45619 Search in mails on a mobile device adds the folder list for each klick on the search
icon
Incomplete check in case email folder is mandatory.
Adjusted this check to prevent the multi displayed folders.
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45633 Sharing a document with the group ‘guests’ shows an error
Unreadable error message was used.
Now returning a human readable error message.
45663 Real Name will not be used by default for Reply & Forward
After changing the Real Name for the sender address this was not used for Reply and Forward
emails.
This has been ﬁxed by setting the default for all possible ways to send an email.
45675 Disable / enable the next and previous button in the mobile button bar
Guided Tour was hanging on mobile if some apps were disabled.
Now the navigation buttons in the tour are adjusted to avoid this problem.
45692 Guided tours package not installed still shows link in menu
Missing information about tour bundle let to showing the guided tour link every time.
This has been solved by implementing a new check.
45767 Accepting appointment via CalDAV converts internal into external participants
Changed user and alias search to use utf8 bin collation on mysql level to match umlaut domains.
This is also case sensitive, but shouldn’t in case of emails.
This has been solved by using SQL-LOWER to be case insensitive when searching for mails.
45812 Contact with birthday on 1.1.1970 cannot be added, ”invalid data”
Wrong birthday validation without null-guard.
Fixed validation by checking if birthday is a number.
45860 New -r parameter for deleteuser cannot be accessed via SOAP
Deleteuser missed the reassign parameter.
This has been solved by adding optional reassign parameter to user soap interface.
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Tests

Not all defects that got resolved could be reproduced within the OX QA lab. Therefore, we advise
guided and close monitoring of the reported defect when deploying to a staging or production
environment. Defects which have not been fully veriﬁed, are marked as such.
To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on
both, a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server setup for system and integration
testing.
All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless explicitly
stated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.
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Fixed Bugs

42442, 44855, 45334, 45554, 45583, 45607, 45608, 45619, 45633, 45663, 45675, 45692, 45767,
45812, 45860,
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